Abstract-The localization of a vehicle in an unknown environment is often solved using simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques. Many methods have been developed, each requiring a different amount of landmarks (map size), and thus of memory, to work efficiently. Similarly, the required computational time is quite variable from one approach to another. In this paper, we focus on a monocular SLAM problem and propose a new method called MSLAM, which is based on an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The aim is to provide a solution that has low memory and processing time requirements and that can achieve good localization results while benefiting from EKF advantages (i.e., direct access to the covariance matrix, no conversion required for the measures or the state, etc.). To do so, a minimal Cartesian representation (three parameters for three dimensions) is used. However, linearization errors are likely to happen with such a representation. New methods allowing to avoid or hugely decrease the impact of the linearization failures are presented. The first contribution proposed here computes a proper projection of a 3-D uncertainty in the image plane, allowing to track landmarks during longer periods of time. A corrective factor of the Kalman gain is also introduced. It allows to detect wrong updates and correct them, thus reducing the impact of the linearization on the whole system. Our approach is compared with a classic SLAM implementation over different data sets and conditions to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed contributions. The quality of the map built is tested by using it with another vehicle for localization purposes. Finally, a public data set presenting a long trajectory (1.3 km) is also used in order to compare MSLAM with a state-of-the-art monocular EKF-SLAM algorithm, both in terms of accuracy and computational needs.
I. INTRODUCTION

V
EHICLES that are able to drive in total autonomy are one of the main objectives of the intelligent transportation system community. One way to fulfill this task is for a vehicle to be able to localize itself in unknown environments. This topic, which is often referred to as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), has been widely studied and is now considered a key part of the mobile robotics field. Over the last 20 years, many solutions have been proposed using different methods and sensors [13] . However, to improve accuracy and efficiency, authors tend to combine sensors [2] , therefore raising costs. In order to extend the use of autonomous vehicles, it is necessary to build solutions relying on cheap sensors. In this paper, the proposed solution only uses a single camera and an odometer.
Estimating the pose of a vehicle can be accomplished in various ways, with particle filters [14] , bundle adjustment methods (BAs) [17] , extended Kalman filters (EKFs) [24] , and unscented Kalman filters [6] being the most common methods. Each method is different and has a strong impact on how the whole system should be designed. However, similar localization results have been achieved with BAs [23] and EKFs [15] for a comparable computational burden. The choice is also a matter of compromise, i.e., a comparison of monocular SLAM algorithms [27] has shown that, with important resources, BAs seem more accurate. Nevertheless, with limited resources, filtering methods seem to be a smarter alternative. With the emergence of cooperative applications, designing a SLAM algorithm with low memory and computational power requirements can be an advantage. Indeed, it implies that sharing the map built by a team of robots is easier due to a low bandwidth need (which means more vehicles in the fleet) and that the remaining computational power can be dedicated to other tasks such as fusing distant information. In this paper, we present an EKF-SLAM algorithm.
Monocular SLAM processes imply that special attention is given to the handling of the landmark depth as it cannot be estimated with a single measurement. Indeed, multiple observations, with enough parallax, are needed to refine the position of a point. However, while the depth of a landmark is uncertain, the whole SLAM process is prone to linearization errors. With highly nonlinear models, a depth estimate far from the real value means that the linearization process could easily go wrong. This phenomenon is tightly linked to the representation chosen for the landmarks. With a classic Cartesian representation, each step involving a nonlinear function (the projection of a landmark uncertainty in the image or update of an estimate) can fail. A different representation usually requires to store more parameters, thus adding to the memory load. It is important to bear in mind that the issues raised in this paper also affect other variants of Gaussian filtering (such as information filters [28] ) and that the solutions proposed here could be adapted to other filters.
In this paper, we introduce a linearization-free process that projects 3-D uncertainties into images and a corrective factor of the Kalman gain that drastically reduces the possibility of linearization failures. These two contributions allow to achieve similar localization performance to the state-of-the-art approach of Civera et al. [9] , which is based on the inverse depth parametrization (ID), while having a more computationally efficient and memory-thrifty solution due to the use of a simple Cartesian representation (three parameters) instead of the ID (six parameters). We conducted an extensive validation of our approach (called MSLAM) with simulations and experiments that demonstrate the quality of the computed localization and the efficiency of the proposed contributions. We also evaluated MSLAM over a public data set and provide a comparison with the ID-SLAM algorithm of Civera et al. [9] .
Section II will present the literature. Section III will then expose our approach starting with the tracking step and how linearization errors are avoided by computing a proper uncertainty projection (see Section III-A). Next, Section III-B will introduce the corrective factor of the Kalman gain that limits linearization failures during the state update. Section IV will eventually show the trajectories conducted to validate and compare our algorithm. Section V will conclude and give some insights about the future of MSLAM.
II. STATE OF THE ART
The unknown depth of points in monocular SLAM algorithms requires careful handling of the landmarks in the state vector. The community has thus focused on how to initialize landmarks. Two main solutions can be found in literature, i.e., delayed initializations and undelayed initializations. In delayed approaches, the idea is to keep landmarks out of the state estimation process until they are accurate enough [1] , [11] . This way, linearization problems are avoided inside the filter. Nevertheless, there is also an important loss of information while landmarks are not inserted into the filter. Indeed, bearing information, which helps estimate the heading of the vehicle, does not need accurate landmarks to be properly computed. Without these landmarks in the state vector, the orientation of a robot cannot be properly recovered.
In contrast to these methods, undelayed initializations aim at integrating landmarks as soon as they are observed even if they are totally inaccurate. Then, their positions are refined inside the estimation process with new observations. However, the linearizations involved by the use of nonlinear models are likely to fail with estimates far from their true values. To counter this effect, Kwok et al. [18] and Solà et al. [25] create several hypotheses for each landmark with different depths. With new observations, wrong hypotheses are progressively discarded. However, each new hypothesis implies an extra cost in terms of both the memory and the processing time. More convenient representations have been imagined to avoid that. The ID [8] , [19] is one of the most popular representations for monocular SLAM. It consists of six parameters for each landmark, i.e., its 3-D position (represented by the azimuth and elevation angles of the line of sight on which the landmark lies and the inverse of the depth) and three more for the position of the vehicle at the moment of the initialization (anchor). These six parameters allow to get a representation that is more suited to large uncertainties along an axis. However, this parametrization is not linearization error free [4] . Moreover, it means that a single landmark takes twice as much memory in the state vector as does a classic representation. The storage of the covariance matrix is even more costly as it requires four times the size of the same matrix with a Cartesian representation. Landmarks that have converged are often switched from the ID to a Cartesian representation [7] .
We chose to use a simple Cartesian representation to avoid the cost of the ID. This implies that it is necessary to find ways to avoid or reduce linearization errors [26] .
III. MSLAM
First off, the initialization of the 3-D point and its uncertainty must be made depending on the 2-D feature extracted in the image. In our case, we use a Harris detector for distinguishable features. Let us consider a function h ci , which, from a 3-D landmark l c = x y z T in camera frame c , allows to get a
with f u and f v being the focal distances in pixels and with c u and c v being the coordinates of the optical center in the image frame. Initializing a landmark requires the inversion of this projection function. The goal is to find, from a feature in i and its associated noise, a 3-D position with its corresponding uncertainty. Let us consider an observation in the image (feature) l i with its observation noise P l i , which is a diagonal 2 × 2 matrix composed of σ 2 u and σ 2 v , which are the variances along the u and v axes, respectively. We are looking for its 3-D representation l c . As h ci is not invertible, a fixed depth x = x d is used in order to initialize the landmark. x d can be experimentally chosen depending on the environment. More open areas will require a higher value than urban zones for instance. However, as will be shown later in Section IV, the value of x d does not affect the landmark convergence much when linearizations are handled properly. The uncertainty will be then built to cover the distance between the vehicle and twice the fixed depth used. Based on a pinhole model, we can infer that
Computing the associated covariance is more complex and requires the use of the Jacobians associated to the landmark creation. The idea is to find uncertainty P l c (a diagonal 3 × 3 matrix composed of σ 2 x , σ 2 y , and σ 2 z , which are the variances along the x, y, and z axes, respectively) whose projection with the Jacobians is coherent with the observation noise defined in the image. P l i can be expressed as
where H ci is the Jacobian associated to h ci (the pinhole model), i.e.,
The uncertainty must be computed along the x axis (in front of the camera) in order to reduce the system number of variables. The uncertainty will be then rotated back on the observation line of sight. The projection of the landmark defined in (2) on the x axis is computed as
It is then possible to identify values σ y and σ z . To accurately translate the physical reality of the uncertainty in c , we introduce variable d min , which is the minimal distance from which the camera can see. We thus obtain the following system:
This initialization aims at representing the physical reality of the available knowledge about a landmark. It explains why σ x is chosen to cover the distance from d min (a landmark cannot be any closer; otherwise, it is not visible in the camera) to twice of ρ (which strongly depends on x d , which is chosen according to the environment). Without any other indication about it, σ x is so computed to use at best the physical information we have about the environment we are evolving in and the vehicle itself. It will then allow us to compute a tracking window (see Section III-A) that properly translates the ellipsoid aspect in the image based on its geometric appearance instead of relying on that computed at a specific confidence interval.
The uncertainty regarding the camera position (and thus more globally, the vehicle) is then taken into account when P l c is passed into the world frame w . To do so, we define h cw , which is a function allowing to pass a landmark l c expressed in c to the world frame (l w ). h cw requires the 6-D pose of vehicle v (the 3-D position and the three associated angles) as
where R w and R v are the rotation matrices computed respectively with the vehicle orientation (vehicle frame v to w ) and the extrinsic parameters known from the calibration ( c to v ). Similarly, t w and t v are the translation vectors established with the vehicle position ( v to w ) and the extrinsic parameters ( c to v ), which are also known from the calibration step.
The Jacobian H cw corresponding to h cw can be then computed to pass P l c to w . For the sake of clarity, let us break H cw into two parts, i.e., H v cw (a 3 × 6 matrix) and H l ccw (a 3 × 3 matrix) corresponding to the Jacobians associated to v and l c , respectively. P v is the uncertainty associated to v. The uncertainty of the landmark in w (P l w ) can be computed as
As aforementioned, linearization failures are likely to happen with this initialization as the true distance of the landmark can be far off the estimate. However, the chosen Cartesian representation has the advantage to be minimal.
A. Tracking Window
After its initialization, a landmark is tracked through the next images. These new observations help estimate the landmark depth and thus reduce its uncertainty. The tracking part is usually done with a zero-mean normalized cross correlation (ZNCC) [10] , [12] . When a feature is first selected, a small patch (11 × 11 pixels in our case) is extracted around it. This descriptor is then tracked in the next images with the ZNCC. However, scanning the whole image looking for a feature is an unreliable and time-consuming process. Consequently, authors tend to define a tracking window in the image plane in order to have a smaller area in which to look for matchings.
Two main approaches can be found in literature when it comes to computing a tracking window. In both methods, the 3-D point is projected into the image. In the first method, the size of the tracking window is similarly set for all the features based on the maximum displacement that can occur between two successive frames [20] . It is suitable as long as the robot does not move too fast or the camera speed is sufficiently high. Indeed, the size of the tracking window could be important, thus leading to a costly and unreliable tracking process. Moreover, this approach does not take advantage of the landmark uncertainty that could help reduce the bounding box size.
The other main trend relies on projecting the uncertainty into the image with the Jacobian of the observation model [12] . It allows to have an area in which a correspondence can be then sought. During the initialization, we compute an ellipsoid whose projection by the Jacobians is guaranteed to be the image uncertainty. However, when defining a tracking window, the linearization is accomplished around the landmark and vehicle estimates, which, after the initialization, might have changed. Consequently, the resulting projection can be wrong as we cannot ensure that the projection of the ellipsoid will respect the initial image uncertainty, thus preventing the proper working of the tracking process. Moreover, the correspondence between an uncertainty in the image and in the world is difficult to maintain as the projection of an uncertainty from the image to the camera is not an ellipsoid but a cone. With this method, landmarks are usually initialized and lost very quickly, particularly in the case of a high vehicle velocity or a low camera frequency where uncertainties quickly grow. Fig. 1 shows how the projection by the Jacobians can be restrictive compared with the shape of the ellipsoid. The tracking issue induced by the Jacobians is also depicted in Fig. 3 on a real example. In this last example, the landmark covariance has been correctly initialized, and its evolution depends on the noise associated to the odometric measurements that have been properly set.
To avoid linearization problems, we decided to use a geometrical approach. By using planes, which are tangent to the ellipsoid of uncertainty, MSLAM is able to compute a proper tracking window. Fig. 2 covers the whole process with a 2-D example. We start from the 3-D uncertainty, and we search for a 2-D ellipse in the image. Let us consider P l c the covariance of a landmark l c in c as
We define its inverse as
To find the proper ellipse in the image, it is necessary to find the planes tangent to the ellipsoid. We first identify the points on the surface of ellipsoid E generated by covariance P l c as ⎛
where x 0 y 0 z 0 T is the center of E. The planes tangent to the ellipsoid are also orthogonal to the normals of the points on the surface of this ellipsoid. This constraint can be expressed by the following gradient:
The points that are part of a plane p orthogonal to the normal verify the following relationship:
We only keep the points whose tangent planes pass through the origin (camera) as
The points on the surface of the ellipsoid giving these tangent planes can be then projected inside the image to obtain the correct ellipse. However, the uncertainty in the image is defined by an infinite number of points on the ellipsoid. Another constraint must be added to the system. A rectangular window is needed to perform the ZNCC. Indeed, it offers better performance than an elliptical window. It allows us to add a constraint about the planes that must be selected. Only four planes are needed for a rectangular window. Furthermore, these planes must intersect the image horizontally or vertically, meaning that they must include the y or z axis as (e)-(h) Tracking with the method proposed in this paper. In both cases, the green rectangle is the bounding box of the covariance projection in the image (the area where the point is supposed to be). The red cross is the estimate of the landmark position. The green circle is the observation. In this example, the vehicle is moving forward while trying to track a landmark in the images.
It gives us the following system to solve for the points tangent to the horizontal planes:
and the following system to solve for the points on the vertical planes:
The resolution of these systems is straightforward and will not be detailed here due to space limitations. After resolution, each system provides a couple of points x y z T , which, once projected inside the image, allows the computation of a proper bounding box. Due to this method, linearization errors are avoided. More details about the bounding box method can be found in [5] . The results of a tracking example can be observed in Fig. 3 . By improving the tracking, we are able to enhance two major aspects of our SLAM algorithm. Indeed, the most demanding step in terms of the processing time is feature extraction. As fewer landmarks are initialized, our algorithm becomes much faster and requires less memory. The other consequence is that more landmarks are accurate and thus kept in the state vector. It means that the vehicle pose can reach better accuracy. A validation of the tracking window is proposed in Section IV.
B. Corrective Factor of Update Step
After the tracking step, it is necessary to update the state vector in order to take advantage of the new observation.
However, the update stage relies on the Kalman gain, which itself depends on the linearization of the observation function. As aforementioned, the linearization process can go wrong because it is made around the fictitious 3-D point, which can be located far from its true position. The consequence of this wrong update is that the landmark can pass behind the camera while it has been just observed. An example of a failure during the update is shown in Fig. 4 . The data set used is the same as the date set in Fig. 3 . The point is initialized at 100 m. After the second update, the landmark is estimated behind the observer, which is impossible.
This problem has been already noticed in [21] and is also affecting the ID. However, the solution proposed by the authors simply consists of discarding an update if the landmark's new position is behind the camera. Some authors rely on a fast camera in order to have several small updates instead of a big update [11] . It has the advantage to avoid most of the linearization errors. However, it only works if the camera frequency is high and if the vehicle speed is low.
The perturbations generated by a nonlinear observation function can be detected as long as this function can be expressed as a ratio between two linear functions [15] . It is the case of the function allowing to project landmarks in i . As soon as a linearization error is detected, a corrective can be applied to reduce the linearization influence. This corrective is used as a multiplicative factor for the Kalman gain. Indeed, the Kalman gain quantifies the impact that an observation will have on the current estimate. By modulating it, it becomes possible to ponder its effect during the update step of the Kalman filter, thus reducing linearization errors. To know when the update must be corrected, it is necessary to understand when a linearization has failed. To do so, the results expected from an update must be studied. We have already stated that linearization issues will more frequently appear shortly after the initialization when the uncertainty is important. Let us consider a landmark estimate with a big uncertainty and an observation of this estimate. We analyze two cases, i.e., an observation with no uncertainty (a perfect observation) and the same observation but with an infinite uncertainty [see Fig. 5(a) ]. With a perfect observation, the updated landmark should have converged on the observation. On the other hand, an observation with an infinite uncertainty is useless and should not improve the landmark uncertainty or its position. As a consequence, we can determine a range in the image where the updated landmark should be located. Without any new information (the observation with an infinite uncertainty), the projection of the updated landmark must be the same as before. With the best possible correction (the perfect observation), the projection of the updated landmark must be on the observation. Considering these extreme cases, if the projection of the updated landmark is not between the landmark projection before the update and the observation, a linearization error has occurred [see Fig. 5(b) ].
When the failure is noticed, the role of the corrective factor is to bring back the updated projection of the landmark on the observation. Indeed, the observation noise is very small compared with the landmark uncertainty. As a consequence, we can rely on the observation when a linearization error occurs. It can be mathematically expressed by the following relationship:
where
is the observation function, and x k|k is the estimated state after the update. To make this equation true, we define Ω k as the Kalman gain corrected by factor r as follows:
where K k is the Kalman gain.
It is important to observe that this corrective does not change the ratio between the uncertainties from the observation and from the projection of the estimate into the image as
where P k is the uncertainty estimate, H k is the Jacobian associated to h, and R k is the observation uncertainty. Both uncertainties are similarly affected by r. Moreover, it is possible to deduce the range of values that r can take. Indeed, R k is the best a priori available on the observation noise. It means that it could not be lower than the value chosen. Therefore, after applying r, R k cannot be smaller than it was; thus, r cannot be greater than 1. A correction greater than 1 would mean that the projection of the updated landmark is already in the authorized range and that the correction should not be considered. The impact of r on P k allows to infer that r must be greater than 0. P k is a covariance matrix and thus is positive semidefinite by nature. A negative value for r would change that. As a consequence, corrective factor r must be only applied if between the range (0 1].
The projection of the landmark estimate
defined through observation function h as follows (for a 3-D landmark l w in the world frame w ):
with F i being the ith line of the intrinsic parameters' matrix and with R cw being the rotation matrix allowing to pass landmarks from c to w (t cw is the associated translation). Considering the Kalman state update equation and the observation function (20) , expressing the observation as the updated landmark projection can be done as
where Δ k is the innovation defined as
From there, we can extract the corrective factor by getting Ω k out of the equation as
The lowest corrective factor between r u and r v will be kept to avoid producing overconfident estimates. With this factor, linearization failures will be avoided most of the time. This can be observed through the same example as in Figs. 4 and 6 , where the landmark position now properly converges.
The efficiency of this corrective factor will be exposed in the following section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We will first demonstrate the benefits of each new aspect of our method (see Section IV-A). Then, other experiments will illustrate the efficiency of the whole algorithm (see Section IV-B and C). We also compared MSLAM with the state-of-the-art [9] over a public data set to highlight the advantages of our method (see Section IV-D).
A. Individual Validations
First off, the impact of x d on the number of landmarks tracked and kept (accurate landmarks whose uncertainty falls below a threshold, fixed here at 50 cm accumulated on the three axes) will be demonstrated in the following experiment. A vehicle performed a 30-m trajectory in a static urban environment. The vehicle was moving at approximately 1 m · s −1 , and the camera was running at 10 Hz. In each image, the algorithm was tracking ten landmarks (if fewer are visible, new landmarks are initialized). The results are visible in Fig. 7 with different initialization distances. It is shown that the number of landmarks initialized is approximately constant (between 125 and 150) with a similar convergence rate (one out of two landmarks converges) whatever the distance used for the initialization.
In order to illustrate the benefits of this tracking window, we conducted an experiment based on the same data set and with the same conditions. The trajectory was run twice. The first time, an EKF-SLAM algorithm using the Jacobian method for the tracking process was used. The second time, the same algorithm was applied, this time using our new geometrical approach. Both algorithms are identical except for this very specific aspect that is the computation of the tracking window. The results are summarized in Table I . We can notice that far fewer landmarks are initialized with our method. Indeed, as our algorithm is able to track them during longer periods of time with the proper bounding boxes (1.96 s in the mean, approximately 20 frames, versus 1.53 s with the Jacobians, around 15 images, which is almost a 30% increase), there is no need to initialize new landmarks. The convergence rate is also in favor of the geometrical approach (27% versus less than 20% for the Jacobian method). It is necessary to keep in mind that, in both algorithms, the linearization issues coming from the update step are not corrected, making the convergence of landmarks more difficult to achieve.
Finally, to show the efficiency of the corrective factor, we used the same 30-m trajectory as before. During the first execution of the trajectory, a monocular SLAM algorithm without the proposed correction was applied. The second time, MSLAM (with the corrective factor proposed here) was used. The algorithms are, once more, identical except for the corrective factor. The trajectory and the landmarks that have converged in both cases are shown in Fig. 8 , whereas Table II provides more detailed results. We can notice the same effect as in the bounding box experiment, i.e., fewer initializations are made and more landmarks have converged.
Each time a landmark is updated out of the previously defined proper bounds, we cancel the update and keep the landmark in the state vector. It explains why the number of divergences given in Table II is greater than the initializations as a landmark position can diverge several times in different updates. Of course, initializing fewer landmarks allows the algorithm to be faster.
B. SLAM With Low-Frequency Camera
The two experiments that will be presented here share the same trajectory (of approximately 170 m). The vehicle used, which is an electrical vehicle called VipaLAB (see Fig. 9 ), was equipped with a single camera, an odometer (feeding a kinematic model), and a real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS (the ground truth for comparison purposes) and was manually driven at approximately 2 m · s −1 throughout the trajectory. This speed corresponds to the platooning applications aimed where vehicles are used as proximity transportation systems in city centers. However, the methods proposed here could be applied to a faster vehicle as long as they use a higher camera frequency than here. Indeed, the problem is similar between a high speed and a low frequency, i.e., successive observations of landmarks are more difficult to find due to the great displacement occurring between two images. These experiments took place in an urban platform called PAVIN, which is composed of crosswalks, curbs, roads, and roundabouts. Several pictures illustrating the conditions of the experiments as well as the platform are shown in Fig. 10 .
The aim of these experiments is to test the robustness of the proposed solution by using a slow-running camera. With a low camera speed, linearization failures are more likely to happen as each new observation will be located far from the previous observation. It means that the bounding box needs to be properly computed in order to be sure that the matching will be correct. Moreover, it also means that the Kalman update will be more subject to linearization errors due to the gap between the observations and the estimates. In the first experiment, the camera was acquiring images at 3.75 Hz, and only ten landmarks per image were used (with new landmarks initialized when less than five are visible). In all the experiments in this section, landmarks were initialized at 200 m on the line of sight of their first observation.
In each of these experiments, another implementation of MSLAM, without the corrected Kalman gain and with the projection through the Jacobians for the tracking process, was used in order to compare with MSLAM. Both algorithms are identical except for the two aspects aforementioned. It means that the same constraints are applied, i.e., the bounding boxes computed have a minimum and maximum size. These constraints limit the impact of linearization errors on the vehicle pose. The goal is to show the efficiency of the proposed solutions to counter linearization errors in terms of resources and the quality of the computed localization. The results of the first experiment are shown in Fig. 11 . It is important to note that loop closures are not applied here and in any other experiment.
The first thing to notice here is that the localization given by MSLAM is better than the localization based on EKF-SLAM without the correctives. In this example, the divergence is not very important, and this is mostly due to the fact that our kinematic model is already quite good and prevents important errors. Moreover, the controls aforementioned avoid most of the linearization errors. Still, it can be seen that near the end of the trajectory, the orientation of the vehicle is not well estimated, which would certainly lead to a more important divergence if the trajectory was not finished. As for the previous experiments, Table III indicates the number of landmarks initialized, the number of landmarks that converged, and the mean tracking time.
Once again, more landmarks have been initialized by the SLAM algorithm not using the corrections introduced in this paper as it is not able to track points during long periods of time (2.8 s in the mean versus 3.8 s with MSLAM). Similarly, a higher convergence rate is achieved with MSLAM as most linearization errors are avoided. Although the frequency of the camera is low, many landmarks have been kept with MSLAM. It can be explained by the fact that, with fewer images, the updates are more important and make the landmarks converge faster. Without a proper bounding box or Kalman gain, it is difficult to track and update the landmarks without risking linearization failures. An interesting point here is the size of the map at the end of the trajectory. Our goal is to provide a solution with low memory requirements. Here, with 354 landmarks for 170 m, less than 34 KB is needed to keep the whole map (the state vector and the covariance matrix). With the ID, the same map would have required 119 KB. Over long distances, a lighter map is an important asset. Concerning the computational time required, MSLAM was running in real time and took on average 15 ms per image with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels. The two corrections proposed in this paper (the computation of the bounding box and the corrective factor of the Kalman gain) do not slow down the process as they only require around 1 μs each.
The quality of the computed localization is given for both MSLAM and the SLAM algorithm without corrections in Fig. 12(a) and (b) , with the RMS error (RMSE) and the consistency index (CI) as defined in [22] regarding this trajectory. This last quality index is based on the normalized estimation error squared and the Chi-square test (the desired significance level is set here to 0.05). When the CI is lower than 1, the estimation is consistent with the ground truth, and when the CI is greater than 1, the estimated pose is optimistic (inconsistent), thus measuring the accuracy of the estimated covariance.
MSLAM is able to achieve a smaller RMSE in comparison with the classic SLAM. Moreover, MSLAM provides consistent vehicle poses most of the time as opposed to the SLAM algorithm without correctives. However, it is worth noting that SLAM algorithms tend to drift over time because of nonlinear models [3] , [16] , thus requiring special means to counter this effect, such as loop closing, which is not performed here.
For the second experiment, we used our previous trajectory and slowed down the camera to less than 2 Hz. With such a setting, the linearization problems are intensified. Fig. 13 shows the trajectories performed by both MSLAM and the SLAM algorithm without the corrections introduced in this paper.
The trajectory calculated by MSLAM is very close to the trajectory in Fig. 11 , which confirms the robustness of our approach. Indeed, even with fewer images, it is able to achieve similar localization results. On the other hand, the approach that does not use the solutions proposed here is affected by this low frequency and quickly diverges. Right after the first bend, the orientation changes a lot, and a jump in the position can be also noticed. These are the consequences of linearization failures. However, after the first bend, most of the linearization errors are avoided as no sudden hops can be seen in the trajectory. The different controls added to the algorithm helped a lot in preventing linearization errors from being too important.
As for the previous experiment, Fig. 14(a) and (b) presents the RMSE and the CI for this trajectory, respectively.
The effect observed before is amplified here by linearization errors. MSLAM similarly performs despite the lower speed, whereas the SLAM algorithm without the correctives has a much higher RMSE. The CI of MSLAM is almost always lower than 1, meaning that consistency is ensured most of the time. On the other hand, the SLAM algorithm without correctives has a CI that goes above 100 (not displayed here for the sake of clarity).
C. Localization Using Map Built by MSLAM
To demonstrate the quality of the maps built, we conducted another trajectory in which the map of a vehicle was given to another vehicle. The scenario is simple: A first vehicle builds a reference map, which is then used by a second vehicle. The task of the second robot is to localize itself inside this map while following a trajectory similar to the first trajectory. The second algorithm does not map more landmarks but only uses the landmarks in the reference map in order to localize itself. The principle is the same, i.e., landmarks are projected in the image where observations are sought with the ZNCC. We used a simulator in order to perform similar trajectories more easily. The simulator presents realistic physics and environments mapped from real locations. It must be noted that the simulator is only used to generate sensor data. Indeed, our algorithm is running on a separate computer, as would be the case with a real vehicle. For this trajectory, the environment is an urban city center (Place de Jaude). All the typical urban features can be found, such as roads, buildings, curbs, crosswalks, and so on. Several pictures of the environment along with some typical camera outputs from the simulator are exposed in Fig. 15 . By measuring the true gap between the paths followed by both vehicles (with RTK GPS's, for instance) and comparing it with the gap obtained with MSLAM, we are able to have a clear indicator of the quality of the localization. Fig. 16 shows the two trajectories performed and their respective ground truths. Both trajectories were approximately 170 m long.
We can see that the localizations computed by our algorithm are very close to the ground truth. More landmarks have been initialized in order to have more points in the reference map and thus ease the localization in this map for the second vehicle. Here, around 600 landmarks have been mapped, which remain quite a low quantity to handle. Fig. 16 also shows that the trajectories computed by MSLAM are rather close together, only diverging a little bit near the end. A closer look is given at the localization error in Fig. 17 .
The error is, on average, around 10 cm, which is suitable for automatic driving. However, some important peaks can be noticed near the end of the trajectory. It can be explained by the fact that fewer landmarks are visible at this point of the trajectory (in bends). It consequently makes localization using the reference map much more difficult. Mapping more landmarks in bends could help reduce this problem.
These results show that MSLAM can be used in cooperative applications where the vehicles share their maps. Indeed, due to the use of a classic Cartesian representation, maps are light and network requirements are low. The results here illustrate that good localization results can be still achieved. 
D. Comparison With State-of-the-Art SLAM Algorithm
The last experiment exposed in this paper aims at comparing MSLAM with the state-of-the-art approach of Civera et al. [9] over a public data set. In [9] , a monocular EKF-SLAM algorithm using the ID and an odometer is used. This representation makes it possible to avoid most linearization errors. Furthermore, a complex data association method is applied, i.e., onepoint random sample consensus (RANSAC). This algorithm guides the data association process by constraining the filter to perform the first update with the observation, allowing to keep most associations after the fact. The data set used was the data set applied by Civera et al. and comes from the Rawseeds public database (www.rawseeds.org).
The trajectory was recorded on Milan's campus and is a mix of a classic urban environment and more open areas with trees, grass, or gravel. The small robot used (Robocom) evolves at a low speed (less than 1 m · s −1 ) and is equipped with an odometer and a camera furnishing images with a resolution of 320 × 240 at 30 Hz. The trajectory is about 1360 m long. Fig. 18 shows the estimated path of the robot when only using proprioceptive sensors. We can notice that there is an important odometric drift. It is also important to note that these results are identical to the results obtained by Civera et al. and that only the implication of the vision algorithm will be measured. Fig. 19 exposes the trajectory computed by our algorithm next to that of Civera et al. [9] .
We can see that most of the odometric drift has been corrected. A part of the angular error could not be corrected in the second half of the trajectory, thus creating this gap with the GPS. The measure of the gap between the GPS and the position computed by MSLAM gives a good indication of the localization quality. On the whole trajectory, an average of 0.84% drift has been measured. The approach of Civera et al. is able to reach a 0.7% drift. The results are thus close. The use of a more efficient data association algorithm (like the onepoint RANSAC) in MSLAM could further improve our results. Fig. 20 shows the localization error throughout the trajectory (the difference between the MSLAM vehicle pose and the RTK GPS).
Concerning the processing time, we measured the time required per image. For the comparison to be fair, both algorithms were running on hardware equipped with the same processor, i.e., an i7 at 2.67 GHz. MSLAM took in the mean 7 ms per image (ranging from 3 to 13 ms), whereas the approach of Civera et al. is closer to 18 ms per image (ranging from 14 to more than 40 ms). Similarly, both algorithms tracked 25 landmarks per image, but the ID requires twice as much memory to store the state vector and four times as much for the covariance matrix compared with MSLAM.
V. CONCLUSION
An EKF-SLAM solution (MSLAM) only relying on a camera and an odometer has been presented. A minimal Cartesian representation is used, allowing to have a memory-thrifty algorithm and thus making MSLAM suited for all kinds of cooperative approaches. Linearization issues, which are involved by the light Cartesian representation that we have chosen, are corrected. During the tracking step, a new method to compute a proper bounding box has been introduced and validated. A corrective factor in the update step, reducing the impact of linearization problems on the EKF, has been presented and tested. The benefits of MSLAM over a classic approach have been extensively evaluated with several experiments.
Satisfying localization results are achieved within a small computing time. MSLAM was tested with several trajectories under different conditions and camera frequencies. The localization inside a reference map built by our algorithm has been also presented. It shows that the maps produced by MSLAM are suitable for automatic driving scenarios as the localization accuracy obtained is sufficient. Finally, a comparison with the state-of-the-art approach of Civera et al. has been made. It illustrates that MSLAM similarly behaves while being faster and needing less memory.
However, data association should be investigated to reinforce our algorithm. It would avoid losing track of a landmark when its aspect undergoes too much changes (illumination or a slow running camera). Another interesting perspective is to develop new multivehicle approaches using MSLAM's favorable characteristics.
